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THE POTTERY
by Jane Timby

Introduction

The evaluation, excavation and watching brief
produced 3156 sherds (l8.846kg) of later prehist
oric pottery dating from the early-middle Iron Age.
A scatter of later material of Roman, medieval and
post-medieval date was also present. In addition
approximately 112 pieces (430g) of fired clay of
indeterminate form and purpose were recorded.

Generally the material was extremely friable, with
the large number of very small sherds leading to an
overall average sherd weight of just 6g. Apart from
one intact vessel from pit 400, no complete profiles
could be reconstructed and the number of diagnostic
sherds present was remarkably low, comprising only
45 rimsherds and three decorated bodysherds, less
than 3% of the total assemblage (approximately 344
estimated vessel equivalents (eve)).

In total, 174 features yielded pottery, of which 90
(52%) contained fewer than ten sherds. Forty
contexts contained 11-19 sherds and 36 contexts 20
or more pieces. Only 12 features produced 50 sherds
or more, namely pits 410, 481, 618, 661, 860 and
866; roundhouses I and 3; and the ditches forming
each enclosure. It should be noted that it has been
suggested that prehistoric assemblages of fewer than
50 sherds are to be considered unreliable for dating
purposes (De Roche and Lambrick ]980, 57).

Methodology

The assemblage was analysed following the
guidelines set out in PCRG (1992) as far as was
practicable. Sherds were sorted into fabric categ
ories based on the principal inclusions present in the
pastes, and quantified by weight and sherd number
for each excavated context. The information was
recorded on pottery pro-formas. Sherds measuring
less than 10mm' in surface area were counted and

weighed as a general category (fabric 00) and not
sorted into fabric types. The data was summarised on
an Excel spreadsheet. The fragmentary nature of the
material and the limited number of rimsherds pre
cluded the formation of a meaningful form series, but
the majority of the types present have been illustrated.

Fabrics

Sixteen fabrics were defined by their principal
inclusion types and can be gathered into eight fabric
groups: fossil shell (SHI-2); limestone and fossil
iferous material (LI 1-4); sandy (QU 1-4); sandy
with limestone (QUILl); sandy with organic and
limestone inclusions (QUILlIVE); sandy with iron
and limestone (QUIJO/LJ); grog-tempered (GR);
and flint-tempered ware (FLI-2). The descriptions
are based on macroscopic observation aided by a
binocular microscope (x20).

Most of the fabrics appear to be of local manu
facture using material available in the immediate
area, in particular the shell and limestone categories.
A broadly similar range of fabrics is described from
the adjacent settlement at Groundwell Farm (Ging
ell 1982) although there are some significant differ
ences in emphasis. Pottery fabrics were compared to
the local geology and good correlation was found
with both the clays and tempering agents for the
bulk of the material (ibid., 54-63).

The dominant fabric at Groundwell West is fabric
SHI, a coarse shelly ware accounting for 32% by
weight, although only 8% by sherd count. A bias has
been introduced by a group of large bodysherds,
mainly coming from a single large storage vessel in
context 860. In second place is a dense limestone
and fossiliferous-tempered ware (fabric Ll2) which
accounts for a further 27% by weight (33% by
count), while the other main limestone and shell
wares (fabrics SH2 and LJI) account for a further
14% by weight (30% by count). Sandy wares coll
ectively account for approximately 7% by weight
(10% by count) (Table I).
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Table I Fabric quantities
(in descending order of frequency)

Fabrics No. % Wt(g) %

SHI 237 8% 6lWI 32%

ill 1m2 33% 5041 27%

SH2 505 16% 3253 17%

Ul 437 14% 1406 8%

QUI 253 8% 1079 6%

00 479 15% 476 2.50%

QULJ 94 3% 494 2.50%

U4 83 3% 324 2%

QUIIOILI 63 2% 307 1.50%

. QU2 18 1% 93 0.50%

FL 8 * 50 *
QUIllNE . 8 * 34 *
QU4 5 * 38 *
QU3 3 * 9 *
GRILl 3 * 102 *
U3 2 * 28 *
Total 3235 100% 18877 100%

* - Less than 1%.

Description of fabrics

Shelly wares

SH1: A generally orange-brown ware with a black
core and inner surface. The fabric is very. friable
with a laminar fracture. The paste contains a
'common to dense frequency of coarse fossil shell.
with fragments up to 6-7mm in length and mainly
aligned parallel to the vessel walls. Occasional
fragments of limestone and other fossiliferous
matter can occasionally be seen.
Forms: Fig 14.9, 18.

SH2: An orange-brown or grey ware with a sandy
textured clay containing a sparse scatter of generally
coarse fragments of fossil shell. Microscopically a
'sparse scatter of rounded quartz grains (up to Imm
in size) is visible, with rare ferruginous oolites and
'sub-angular ferruginous compounds.
F.0rms: Figs 14.1, 12, 17; 15.20-22
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Limestone and fossiliferous material

LIl: A sandy textured dark brown, grey or orange
brown ware with a sparse scatter of fossiliferous
material, limestone ooliths and limestone rock.
Occasional dark red-brown iron and rounded quartz
grains are also visible.
Forms: Fig 14.4,5,7, 10

Ll2: An orange-brown or grey ware with a common
frequency of finer fragments of fossiliferous mater
ial (shell, Bryozoa, coral) and sub-angular limestone.
The fragments have a slightly degraded appearance
suggesting a weathered source. The inclusions are
up to 5mm in size and tend to be randomly orientated.
Forms: Fig 14.6, 13, 19

LB: A moderately hard, smooth ware with a dark
orange exterior and grey-black corelinterior. The
slightly laminar fabric contains a sparse scatter of
very fine, rounded, limestone specks, occasional
larger fragments of limestone or fossil, and rare
red-orange iron.
Forms: Fig 14.8

Ll4: A moderately soft, dark orange to brown ware
distinguished by a temper predominantly compris
ing discrete limestone ooliths. Other inclusions
observed include occasional rounded quartz grains,
fragments of calcite and rare fossiliferous fragments
all in a fine slightly sandy clay matrix.

Sandy wares

QUI: A moderately soft, fine sandy ware usually
black or dark brown in colour. Microscopically the
fabric contains a very fine scatter of rounded to
sub-angular, well-sorted quartz, mainly clear.
Forms: Vessels tend to be thinner walled, falling
into the fine ware category. Figs 14.3, 11, 14, 15;
15.23

QU2: A mid-brown ware with a black inner core.
The paste contains a medium to dense frequency of
moderately well-sorted, rounded to sub-angular,
quartz less than Imm in size. Occasionallyrare flint
or organic inclusions are present.
Forms: Surfaces tend to be smoothed but not
noticeably burnished. Slightly beaded rim jars. Fig
15.24

QU3: A very fine, brownish orange to dark grey,
sandy ware with a burnished haematite surface
finish. Microscopically the matrix shows a sparse to
moderate scatter of rounded to sub-angular quartz,
less well sorted than fabric QUI.
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Forms: Very thin-walled vessel(s) including one
sherd with a raised curved ridge, Fig 14.2

QU4: A black sandy ware as fabric QUl, but dist
inguished by a sparse scatter of large sub-angular
polished grits, quartz, ?ironstone up to 7-8mm
across, and rare limestone/fossil shell.

Sand and limestone (QUILl)

A grey-brown, slightly harder ware containing a
scatter of fine, well-sorted quartz sand, a sparse
scatter of limestone ooliths and occasional fossi
liferous fragments less than 3mm in size.
Forms: Fig 14.16

Sand, limestone and organic (QUILlIVE)

A grey-black to light brown, very finely textured,
sandy ware with sparse limestone fragments, some
time as ooliths, and finely comminuted organic
matter, possibly animal dung, visible as voids.

Sand, iron and limestone (QUI/DiLl)

A dark orange to grey-black, moderately soft fabric
with a mixed temper of sparse discrete iron and
limestone ooliths, rounded quartz grains and rare
fossil fragments.

Crog (CR)

A soft soapy black ware with a moderate frequency
of sub-angular grog/clay pellets and occasional iron.
Represented by a single sherd. Another sherd also
with a grog temper contains occasional limestone
fragments (=GRIL1).
Form: A single vessel in the form of a globular bowl
with a beaded rim. Fig 15.25

Flint (FL)

FLI: A soft, mid-orange brown ware with a black
interior/core containing a sparse scatter of ill-sorted,
patinated gravel flint, rounded quartz (up to 2mm in
size), iron, ooliths and sandstone in a fine sandy
matrix.
Forms: No featured sherds.

FL2: A soft brown ware with a moderate frequency
of. finely crushed, angular, white calcined flint
fragments.
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Forms

The number of featured sherds (rims, bases,
decorated sherds) present, at approximately 3% of
the total, seems to be abnormally low. Decoration is
rare with only four sherds exhibiting any form of
embellishment on the body. This is represented by
two sherds with finger depressions around the girth,
one sherd with finger-nail impressions and a sherd
with a single groove. In addition one rimsherd
shows evidence of finger-tipping and another has
nicking around the outside edge. Surface finish was
not a noticeable feature on most of the material and
only poorly preserved as a burnish where present.
Surface residues, for example sooting or Iimescale,
were not particularly common, although the latter
was observed on a few pieces.

The limited repertoire of forms includes jars and
bowls. The former includes coarseware examples
with slackly carinated bodies decorated with finger
depressions (Fig 14.1, 7. 8); jars with curving
profiles (e.g. Figs 14.9; 15.22); and possible angular
jars represented by Fig 14.5 and possibly Fig 14.10,
similar to examples from Allen's Pit, Dorchester
(Harding 1972, PI 52). The bowls include simple
coarseware types (Fig 14.17-8), angular forms in
both the coarseware and fineware range (Fig 14.10,
11, 16), and simple straight-sided vessels (Fig
15.19-20). Several of the forms can be compared
with types defined at Crickley Hill (Elsdon 1994,
204, forms B, C and D) or at various Oxfordshire
sites, such as Appleford (De Roche and Lambrick
1980, compare Fig 14.10 with Appleford Fig 4.12)
and Ashville, Abingdon (parrington 1978). Beaded
rim and simple rim globular bowls (Fig 15.23-5)
and barrel jars indicative in Harding's (1972)
sequence of the Middle Iron Age are also present.

Noticeable by their absence were any expanded
rim vessels, well known in the early Iron Age of the
Upper Thames Valley and present at Groundwell
Farm (Gingell 1982). The only possible contender is
Fig 14.12. Wares with incised decoration, curvilin
ear decoration, and saucepan pots, which all usually
appear from around the third century Be in the
Upper Thames Valley, are also absent from the re
pertoire.

Groundwell West, therefore, has diagnostic forms
dating from the early and middle Iron Age but
certain phases of the Iron Age appear to be poorly
represented (see below for further discussion).

The pottery in relation to the site sequence

The pottery was distributed relatively thinly across
the site, with few features producing assemblages of
sufficient size to permit statistically valid detailed
spatial or chronological analysis. In the Upper
Thames basin it has been observed that early-middle
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Iron Age sites tend to show a steady decrease over
time in thc use of calcareous fabrics (shelll
limestone), with a concomitant increase in sandy
wares, Such trends have been observed at Ashville
(De Roche 1978, 69), Farmoor (Lambrick 1979a,
38), Lechlade (Hingley 1993, 40) and Appleford
(Lambrick 1980, 57). At Ashville it was also ob
served that the coarse shelly wares declined first and
that over timc the calcareous class had finer
inclusions including oolitic grains (De Roche J978,
69). However, it should be noted that the relation
ship is not clear cut. At The Loders, Lechlade, for
instance, the early Iron Age assemblage showed a
high proportion of sandy wares, probably reflecting
the higher percentage of finer wares present
(Hingley 1986, 42). Groundwell West does not show
a preponderance of finewares, although it is evident
that some of the sandy wares, such as the possible
carinated bowls, belong to the earlier phases of the
site.

All lron Age Site at Groundwell West, Wiltshire

As the assemblage had insufficient diagnostic
traits and number of sherds to allow a chronolog
ical dissection of the site, the pottery was sorted on
the basis of differing fabric proportions for those
features with in excess of ten sherds. The inform
ation was then compared with that deduced strati
graphically.

The combination of stratigraphic evidence and the
incidence of some of the early pottery strongly
suggests occupation on the site prior to the estab
lishment of the enclosures. However, the enclosure
ditches produced relatively good groups of pottery
and are assessed first. The stratigraphic sequence
suggests enclosure EI is the earliest followed by
enclosures E2 and E3 and ditches 872/1544. A
consideration of the proportion of different fabric
types from each of the enclosures (Table 2),
reinforces this sequence if it is accepted that the
apparent changes in emphasis on different fabrics
reflect the chronological change seen on other sites.

Table 2 Percentage (weight) of fahrics for the enclosures and roundhouses

Feature Total wt (g)

encl EI 448

encl E2 990

encl E3 623

87211544' 115

R house I J41

R house 2 109

R house 3 751

R house 4 426

R house 5 27**

R house 6 57

R house 8 31**

R house 9 44**

R house 10 24**

* excludes ditch 599
** fewer than ten sherds

shell

5

24

10

7

55

38

60

o

37

42

o

o

limes sand mixed flint grog 4-lOmm

84 1.5 5 0 0 4

39 9 1.5 0 0 26.5

70 13.5 6.5 0 0 0

19 28 46 0 0 0

77 7 0 0 0 14

43 2 0 0 0 0

50.5 6 3 0 0 2.5

33 2 5 0 0 0

100 0 0 0 0 0

47 0 7 0 0 9

52 0 0 6 0 0

77 23 0 0 0 0

100 0 0 0 0 0
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On this basis the pattern appears to support the
coarse shelly wares as the earlier component and the
bulk of the sandy wares as a later element, with the
limestone/fossiliferous wares continuing throughout.
All the ditched enclosures contained sandy wares,
ranging from just 1.5% by weight in enclosure EI to
28% in 872/1544. Ditch 599 produced a slightly
different emphasis in proportion of wares (high pro
portion of shelly ware and no sandy or mixed grit
wares), which could indicate either an earlier date of
abandonment or a backfill with material redeposited
from elsewhere.

Of the ten identified roundhouses only five (1-4
and 6) produced sizeable assemblages, four pro
duced fewer than ten sherds making any conclusions
very tenuous and one, roundhouse 7, produced no
pottery. Roundhouse 6 produced the greatest per
centage of shelly ware with no sandy wares and
judged by the criteria above would appear to be one
of the earlier structures. Roundhouses 2 and 4
appear to have closely similar assemblages and may
well be contemporary. Roundhouse 3, containing a
slightly higher proportion of sandy ware, could be
later and roundhouse I later still. Stratigraphically
this sequence is supported by roundhouse I truncat
ing roundhouse 6. Roundhouse 5, although having
less pot, may be contemporary with 6. Roundhouse
8 and pit 866 were the only features to produce flint
gravel-tempered pottery, with shell and Iimestone
tempered wares. However, roundhouse 9, which
appears to be cut by enclosure EI and thus early in
the sequence, produced only a small amount of
pottery, largely limestone and sandy ware with no
shell-tempered ware.

A very tentative sequence can be proposed on the
basis of the pottery fabrics, beginning with an early
phase of settlement comprising perhaps round
houses 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10. A second phase of develop
ment is marked by enclosure E I, with houses 2 and
4, while the third phase comprises enclosure E2 and
perhaps roundhouse 3. Enclosure E3 and round
house I form a fourth phase with a possible fifth
involving ditches 872 and 1544. However, it must
be stressed that even if the pottery is reflecting a
chronological sequence, it is dating the abandon
ment of the features and thus cannot determine
which might have been contemporary.

Of the cut features associated with enclosure EI,
only six produced pottery (607, 611, 655, 829, 900
and 1295). Pit 923, cut by enclosure E I contained
just two sherds. Certain cuts produced groups which
might be tentatively associated with the earlier'
phases of the site, in particular, 410, 486, 588, 731,
732,860,866,919,1027,1129, ]208,1280,1329 and
1542. Others appear to show later groups of pottery,
perhaps belonging to subsequent phases of occupat
ion, notably 408,484,661,780,917 and 1007.
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Affinities and dating
Deriving dates from the Groundwell West
assemblage is problematical due to the paucity of
diagnostic material, the low number of associated
groups and the apparent absence of key elements.
With such a heavily truncated site and a very
fragmented assemblage, identifying the level of re
deposition on ceramic grounds is virtually imposs
ible. However, the assemblage contains very few
finewares, which may be accounted for on cultural,
chronological or social grounds.

One of the earlier elements in the pottery assemb
lage is perhaps that represented by the fingertip- or
finger-impressed wares. This form of decoration
appears to have become relatively widespread by the
eighth century BC (Barrett 1980, 308) and continued
into the early Iron Age. Such decoration appears ar.
Ashville in the Period I assemblage, dating from the
early Iron Age (sixth century) (Parrington 1978,39,
radiocarbon date 2470 ± 70 BP). Calcined f1int
gritted wares or other recognisably Bronze Age
material as noted at sites such as Appleford, Wall
ingford, Rams Hill, and residually at Groundwell
Farm (Gingell 1982, 54), are absent from Ground
well West. The calcined flint-tempered material is
restricted to one broken sherd from pit 866, which is
undatable. Expanded rims and pedestalled bases,
key early Iron Age types, are both present at
Groundwell Farm (ibid., Figs 13.18-20; 15.27), but
finger-decorated or incised decorated wares are
absent. Expanded rim vessels and a small amount of
incised decorated wares are present both at Ashville
(Period I) and Crick ley Hill. The assemblage at
Crickley Hill, dated stylistically and by radiocarbon
dates from the eighth to the end of the sixth century
,BC, is considered to predate Ashville although there
'are many parallels in forms (Elsdon 1994,219).

At Groundwell Farm the sandy wares were
dominant, accounting for 40% of the assemblage
compared with 7-8% at Groundwell West, while
conversely the limestone and shelly wares (Gingell
1982, fabrics A and B) accounted for 52% by comp
arison with approximately 86% at Groundwell
West. Such a marked difference in character would
strongly suggest a chronological difference between
the two sites.

In conclusion, it is suggested that occupation at
Groundwell West probably originated in the sixth to
fifth centuries BC, making it approximately contemp
orary with the earliest phase of occupation at Ash
ville, Abingdon and perhaps the end of the early Iron
Age occupation phase at Crickley Hill. The features
producing finger-decorated sherds are 410, 780, 860,
l295, and ditch 770 of enclosure E I. The last also
produced an angular jar rim which would similarly
support an early date, and pit 410 contained the only
haernatite-coated sherds in the assemblage. Fourteen
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sherds of haematite-coated ware, comparable with
examples from All Cannings Cross, were also present
at Groundwell Farm (Gingell 1982, 54), Although
traditionally regarded as characteristic of the Wessex
region, small numbers of such wares have been found
in the Upper Thames basin at, for example, Radley,
Cassington (Wheeler 1943, 190), Highworth (cited in
Gingell 1982, 62), Lechlade. Frilford, Wittenham
Clumps (cited in Hingley 1986, 41), and Appleford
(De Roche and Lambrick ]980, 56),

It is difficult to assess from the assemblage
whether the site at Groundwell West was occupied
continuously, or whether the absence of some of the
types mentioned above reflect a short hiatus be
tween the earlier occupation and the construction of
the enclosures, Although Groundwell Farm has
some early wares not present at Groundwell West,
there appears to be a greater emphasis on material of
middle Iron Age date, Single sherds of saucepan pot
and Malvernian duck-stamped ware reinforce the
possibly later, fifth to third centuries Be, date range
suggested by Gingell (1982,63). The implication is
that both Groundwell sites were active from around
the sixth to fifth centuries, but that the focus of
occupation appears to have been at Groundwell
West in the earlier Iron Age, perhaps shifting or
expanding to include Groundwell Farm in the
middle Iron Age,

Later Pottery

Three sherds of local Roman greyware were present
in the collections from the surface of pit 670/700
and posthole 833. A single medieval cooking pot
rim was present in context 934 and a post-medieval
glazed redware in the uppermost fill (417) of ditch
416. The low incidence of material suggests that its
presence is fortuitous, perhaps deri ving from the
overlying ploughsoil.

Catalogue of illustrated sherds (Figs 14-15)

I Flared simple rim jar (cf. Crickley Hill form Cl ,
Elsdon 1994,206) with finger depressions around a
slackly carinated girth. Dark brown exterior with a
dark grey core. Fabric SH2. Pi! 410, context 41 I.

2 Bodysherd from a haematite-coatcd finewarc
vessel of indeterminate form. Features a raised
curved ridge, Fabric QU3. Pit 410, context 411.

3 Small thin-walled rim fragment with finger cabled
decoration. Grey in colour with a brown interior.
Fabric QUI. Pit 780, contexts 781/2.

4 Bodysherd from a slackly carinated bowl
decorated with finger impressions. Mid-orange
surfaces with a dark grey interior/core. Fabric LI1.
Enclosure ditch 770, context 210 (evaluation).

All Iron Age Site at Groundwell West, Wiltshire

5 Simple flaring rim in a grey-black ware. Probably
from an angular jar (cf. Harding 1974, Fig 48).
Fabric LII. Enclosure ditch 770, context 210
(evaluation).

6 Rim fragment with a squared-off rim decorated
with small nicks on the outer edge. Brown surfaces
with a black core. Fabric LI2. Posthole 1295, fill
1296.

7 Bodysherd from a carinated vessel decorated with
impressed fingernail decoration around the girth.
Dark brown, Fabric LII. Pit 860, fill 1003.

8 Rimsherd from a large simple rim ?bowl.
Mid-orange in colour. Fabric LB. Pit 860, fill 1003.

9 Very friable rim fragment accompanied by a
number of large plain thick-walled bodysherds
(l5mm thick) and a flat base; fragments from a large
vessel. Dark grey brown in colour with a dark
red-brown core. Fabric SHI. Pit 860. fill 863.

10 Rim and bodysherds from a wide diameter vessel
with a flaring, slightly concave rim. Analogy with
other forms such as those from Appleford (De
Roche and Lambrick 1980, Fig 4.12, or Fig 21.19)
might suggest this is an angular bowl, or an angular
jar akin to those from Allen's Pit, Dorchester
(Harding 1972. PI 52) and it may have had finger
depressions just below the fracture. Mid-brown in
colour. Fabric LII. Pit 866, fill 868.

II Black sandy rim from a fineware bowl, probably
a carinated or tripartite form. Fabric QU I. Pit 866,
fill 868.

12 Slightly expanded rim in a mid-orange-brown
ware with a black core/interior. Fabric SH2. Similar
to Crickley Hill form B (Elsdon 1994, 205). Pit
1174, fill 1173/1178/1179.

13 Base from a jar, orange-brown in colour with a
grey-black core. Fabric L12. Pit 1174, fill
I 1731117811179.

14 Burnt rim with patchy orange-grey surfaces.
Fabric QU I. Enclosure ditch 416, fill 50 I.

15 Simple everted rim, dark orange in colour with a
dark grey core. Fabric QUI. Enclosure ditch 420, fill
422.

16 Large diameter, carinated bowl in a pale greyish
brown ware. Fabric QUILl. Pit 618, fill 617.

17 Simple curved bowl with a dark brown exterior
and reddish-brown interior. Fabric SH2, (cf.
Crickley Hill form 0, Elsdon 1994, 206). Pit 618.
fill 617.

18 Simple curved-wall bowl, dark grey with a brown
interior. Fabric SH I. Roundhouse 2, gully 576, fill
577.
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19 Plain, straight-sided vessel, orange-brown with a
grey core. Fabric Ll2. Unstratified.

20 Plain, straight-sided vessel, dark grey in colour.
Fabric SH2. Roundhouse 4, pit 970, fill 973.

21 Large diameter vessel with a vertical rim
beginning to splay out into a rounded body. Dark
grey-brown in colour, with a grey core. Fabric SH2.
Posthole 757, fill 756.

22 Small complete jar, burnt in situ. Grey to pinkish
brown in colour. Fabric SH2. Pit 400, fill 40 I.

23 Black sandy, simple rim probably from a
round-bodied bowl. Fabric QUl. Pit 655, fill 656.

24 Beaded rim bowl, brown in colour, with
smoother internal and external surfaces. Fabric
QU2. Pit 1238, fill] 240.

25 Beaded rim globular bowl, black with a
reddish-brown interior. Fabric GRILl. Context 212
(evaluation).

THE FIRED CLAY
by Emma Harrison

Some 112 pieces (430g) of fired clay were recovered
from the excavation. These were all of similar fabric

and indeterminate form. It was not possible to as
cribe function to any of the material.

THE SLAG
by Graeme Walker

Seven pieces (28lg) of ironworking slag were
recovered from the excavation. Most are small frag
ments, although one near complete hearth bottom
was present. All are probably the result of smithing
and need not represent more than one episode of
work. It may be significant that the slag was spat
ially restricted to the areas of roundhouses 3, 4 and 5.

SHALE OBJECT
by Graeme Walker

A single fragment of a Kimmeridge shale armlet
(SFl) was recovered from fill 699 of unphased pit
670 (Fig 16a). The armlet was hand made from dark
brown shale and originally possessed an internal
diameter of 76mm. The fragment is of simple
D-shaped cross section, 10mm thick and 12mm
wide, and is undecorated. The inner and side faces
betray irregularities associated with hand working,
but the outer rim is well smoothed and retains traces
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of burnishing. The inner dimensions of the object
place it within the most common size range amongst
the type (Woodward 1987,165).

WORKED STONE
by Fiona Roe

Objects

Seven pieees of worked stone were reeovered,
comprising one saddle quem, three rubbers and
three grindingstones (Table 3). Four of the artefacts,
possibly a complete tool kit, were found in Phase I
pit 941. Three derived from secondary fill 943 and
comprised a saddle quern (Fig 16d), a rubber that
was probably used with the quem (Fig 16c), and a
well-worn grindingstone (Fig 16b). A slightly worn,
rather crude grindingstone came from the upper
most fill of the same feature (942, which, when
examined in section, appeared to be the same as 943).

The three other worked pieces included two
fragments from rubbers, one from unphased pit or
posthole 813, the other from Phase 4 posthole 983,
part of structure D. Another fairly crude grinding
stone was recovered from the packing of Phase 4
posthole 496.

Materials

Four varieties of stone were used for the artefacts,
all probably of local origin. The sarsen used forthe
two fragmentary quem rubbers was of the sacchar
oidal variety, The third, complete, rubber utilised a
quartzite cobble (Fig 16e), possibly collected cas
ually, and a smaller quartzite pebble was selected
for the complete grindingstone (Fig 16b). Quartzitic
sandstone was used for a grindingstone and the
saddle quem (Fig 16d). At 330mm in length, the
latter is probably a fortuitously collected small
boulder. The fourth variety of stone used on the site,
frequently used for saddle querns in Oxfordshire, is
Lower Calcareous Grit from the Corallian. This is
present at Groundwell West as a pebble used for the
grindingstone from 942 and may have deri ved from
a Pleistocene gravel deposit. All could have been
picked up locally as surface deposits. Some sarsen
would have been available as close as Swindon, and
was present in more abundance on the Marlborough
Downs a few kilometres to the south (Osborne
White 1925, 74). The other materials, if not present
more locally, could all have come from Thames
gravels some 11.3km to the north.

Discussion

The grouping of stone tools from pit 941 (quem,
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rubber and two grindingstones) may arise from
structured deposition. Querns are amongst items
that have been allotted to non-rubbish deposits
(Buckley 1993; Hill 1995,65 and 108), an example
being a group of querns and rubbers in pit 97 at
Mingies Ditch, Oxfordshire, which were interpreted
as disposal of objects at abandonment of occupation
(Allen and Robinson 1993,79-80,149).

Sarsen was used for saddle querns at nearby sites
such as Liddington Castle (Passmore 1914, 579);
Tower Hill, Ashbury and Uffington Castle (Roe
forth. a); Lidbury Camp (Cunnington 1919); All
Cannings Cross (Cunnington 1923); and Figsbury
Rings (Cunnington ]927). Quartzitic sandstone is
much more rarely used for querns locally, an ex
ception being a meta-quartzite quem from Winnall
Down (Peacock 1985,77).

The more distant Thames gravels and Jurassic
limestones seem to demonstrate different material
acquisition policies for querns, with greater depend
ence upon imported stone. Only 15.8km north of
Groundwell West, saddle querns of stone imported
from May Hill and the Forest of Dean were used in
thc middle Iron Age at Preston Enclosure (Roe
1999a), while on the Thames gravels more variety
has been seen. Lower Greensand and Lower Calcar
eous Grit may not have come any great distance, but
May Hill sandstone was being imported up to
34.2km in the case of Mingies Ditch (Allen and
Robinson 1993, 79).

Grindingstones are eomparatively rare in the local
arehaeological record. An example made of quartz
ite was found at Watkins Farm, Northmoor (Allen
1990, 94) and another of quartzitic sandstone at
Wyndyke Furlong, Abingdon (Roe 1999b). To find
examples with clearly defined grinding surfaces
comparable to that from context 943 it is necessary
to go as far afield as Meare Village East, Somerset
(Coles 1987,150 and Fig 3.63). Middle Iron Age
contexts at Beckford, Worcestershire (Roe forth. b)
produced quartzite and quartzitic sandstone pebbles
which, like that at Groundwell West, are more akin
to small pestles,

FLINT
by Graeme Walker

Two pieces of flint were recovered during the
evaluation and a further 36 were found during the
excavation. With the exception of three pieces, all
came from fills of Iron Age date, The assemblage
comprised waste flakes, four small core fragments
and a broken hammerstone. but there were no tools.
The assemblage was struck from two main sources
of raw material, a grey thickly corticated flint prob
ably obtained from the surface of the ehalk south of



Table 3 Catalogue of worked stone

Context

495

814

942

943

943

943

984

Description

Circular pebble, well worn with bevelled edges, from use as
grindingstone; 88 x 82 x 48.5mm, 450g

Fragment from hog-backed rubber, burnt, well worked into shape,
pecked grinding surface; 34.5 x 115 x 43mm, 135g

Cobble used as a crudegrindingstone, burnt,similar to 495 but only
slightly worn, with one facet; 98 x 91 x 470101, 550g

Complete medium-sized saddle quem, made from a boulder,
, grindingsurface WOFA smooth;' 336 x264 x 1I0mm, 10.5kg ,

Cobble, slightly burnt, with worn, convex surface, likely to have
been used as a rubber lor the saddle quem from the same context;
181 x 148 x 85mm, 2.75kg

Grindingstonc with worn, bevelled end and two other worn patches;
72.5 x 64.5 x 5lmm, 315g

Fragment from rubber for saddle quem, flat grinding surface; 132 x
125 x 64.75mm, I A05kg

Type of stone

Quartziticsandstone

Sarsen

Calcareous sandstone originally from Lower
Calcareous Grit, but cobble probably collected
from Pleistocene deposit
Quartziticsandstone-

Quartzite

Quartzite

Sarsen

Illustration

'FIg 16d

Fig 16e

Fig 16b

Phase

4

Unphased Iron Age

4
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Swindon, and coarse grained, cherty-flint and gravel
pebbles which could have been obtained locally,

Two small blade fragments are likely to be Meso
lithic. The remainder of the material is of mixed char
acter but contains some flakes and a large broken
blade which might be Neolithic in date. There is no
reason to believe that any of the assemblage is con
temporary with the Iron Age settlement and it is
widely dispersed throughout the site with no evi
dence of spatial patterning or particular associations.

An Iron Age Site at Groundwell West, Wiltshire

Fieldwalking of the Northern Development Area
(i.e. Groundwell West and its environs) in 1987
showed worked flint to be distributed extensively,
with a higher incidence of material on the Corallian
Ragstone than the surrounding clays, although no
clearly defined sites were noted (Jeffrey 1990). The
current assemblage is probably best regarded as part
of this wider continuum.




